Abstract In-situ measurements of the thermospheric wind can be obtained by observing the attitude response of an aerostable spacecraft. In the proposed method, the aerostable spacecraft is left uncontrolled, freely reacting to the aerodynamic torques, and oscillating around its equilibrium attitude. The wind's magnitude and direction is determined by combining the attitude observations with estimates of the other perturbing torques, atmospheric density, and spacecraft's aerodynamic properties. The spatial resolution of the measurements is proportional to the natural frequency of the attitude's oscillation. Spacecraft with high aerodynamic stiffness to inertia ratios operating at low altitudes exhibit higher natural frequencies, making them particularly suited for this method. A one degree-offreedom case is used to present and illustrate the proposed method as well as to analyze its performance.
Introduction
Thermospheric wind plays an important role in the electrodynamics of the upper atmosphere (via the ion and neutral particle interaction). Despite its importance, the knowledge of the thermospheric wind is still rather
In-situ and remote sensing wind measurement methods do exist. In-situ methods include chemical tracers delivered by sounding rockets as well as high-precision spacecraft-mounted accelerometers. For remote sensing, space-or ground-based, interferometers and incoherent scatter radar techniques are used. A brief survey of these methods is provided in Section 2.
The proposed measurement approach differs from existing methods, as it relies on the perturbing effect that the wind has on a spacecraft's attitude. The challenge of the proposed method lies in discerning the effect that the wind has on the spacecraft's attitude evolution. Once its effects are isolated, the wind's magnitude and direction can be determined.
For this method, spacecraft sensitive to aerodynamic torques are preferred, as the "signal" induced by the aerodynamic torques is larger and easier to measure. To reduce the "noise", the rest of the torques, including control torques, need to be minimized. This combination prompts the use of aerostable spacecraft, which can be made very sensitive to aerodynamic torques and left uncontrolled, oscillating around their equilibrium attitude.
The perturbing effects of the aerodynamic torques are not only due to wind. The spacecraft's aerodynamic properties, the atmospheric density, and the spacecraft's inertial velocity also play a significant role. In addition, the attitude evolution is not only driven by aerodynamic torques, other residual perturbing effects (e.g., solar radiation pressure, structural flexibility, etc.) account for some of the observed rotational motion. Estimates of these quantities are required in order to discern the wind's effect.
The method that more closely resembles the proposed one is the accelerometer-base approach. That method uses the accelerations induced by the aerodynamic forces to determine the wind's magnitude and direction. The proposed approach uses the angular acceleration instead. As "low-cost" and miniaturized Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) high-precision attitude sensors (i.e., star trackers) are readily available, while high-precision accelerometers are custom buildwith their associated cost penalty-we can venture to suggest that the proposed method may offer several implementation advantages.
In order to help understand the principle of operation and performance of the different currently available wind measurement methods, this paper opens with a brief survey of these wind measurement methods. An overview of the proposed method follows. For simplicity, the analysis is strictly restricted to a one-dimensional case. Two different approaches to retrieve the wind from attitude observations are presented, an iterative and a frequency approach. Finally a case study is presented where, for an ideal case without uncertainties, the accuracy of the two different approaches is derived.
Brief Survey of Thermospheric Wind Measurement Methods
Studying the atmosphere by observing the effects that the aerodynamic forces have on the spacecraft dynamics has been done since Sputnik 1 [3] . By observing the change in the orbit's inclination, it can be determined that the atmosphere co-rotates and that average WestEast winds are in the order of 100 m/s. This was first noticed by observing how Sputnik 2 orbital inclination decreased from its initial 65.33°to 65.19°at the end of its life [4] . Many similar observations followed afterwards. Although the results of this type of analysis are too geographically and time averaged to be useful to advance atmospheric science, they are nonetheless important within the orbital dynamics field [5] .
Sounding rockets have traditionally been used to take in-situ measurements of the upper atmosphere wind [6] . These rockets release a chemical tracer (usually sodium, lithium, or trimethyl aluminum) as they ascend (or descend) through the atmospheric layers of interest. The chemical tracers produce visible light allowing to track their apparent motion and thus infer the wind velocities. Sodium and lithium tracers produce resonant emissions that only occur when the vapor is illuminated. Therefore, measurements can only be made when the trails are illuminated by the Sun but the observers on the ground are in darkness (only viable at dusk or dawn). Trimethyl aluminum reacts with the atmospheric oxygen to produce chemiluminescence, so observations at night are possible. Optical tracking of the trails provides wind profiles with good height resolution, generally in 0.5 km increments or better, and relatively small uncertainties, generally below 5 m/s [2] . As of 2002, approximately over 500 chemical tracer measurements have been made since 1958, with the vast majority at the 80 to 180 km altitude range [6, 2] .
In-situ measurements have also been performed by spacecraft measuring the accelerations caused by aerodynamic forces. Although these acceleration-based methods have only been able to retrieve the cross-track component [7, 8, 9] , they have been successfully used with the data provided by the CHAMP, GRACE, and GOCE accelerometers (and even using the Mars Global Surveyor and Odyssey data on the Martian atmosphere [10] ).
Accelerometer-based measurements are usually limited to cross-track wind as the acceleration measurement is also used to estimate the atmospheric density. From the in-track acceleration data alone it is impossible to distinguish the acceleration caused by the in-track wind from the acceleration caused by density variations (as both affect the dynamic pressure). As the magnitude of the in-track wind is small when compared to the spacecraft's inertial velocity, the in-track wind can be safely neglected when determining the atmospheric density [9] . If a different source of density measurements could be used (e.g., from a mass spectrometer) then the in-track wind effects could be discriminated and measured [11] .
Of particular relevance to the accelerometer-based method is the work that has been recently conducted using CHAMP's accelerometer data [1, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Wind measurements derived from CHAMP's data have a wind magnitude resolution of about ±10 m/s and a spatial resolution of 76 km [13] . Work from the GOCE's datasets has also started to appear in the literature [16, 17] and the ongoing SWARM mission is also expected to yield thermospheric wind measurements [18] .
Finally, spectrometers onboard spacecraft have also been used to in-situ measure the thermospheric wind. Mass spectrometers can directly measure the angle of arrival of a beam of particles entering the spectrometer's slotted orifice [19] .
Remote sensing techniques using ground-or spacebased instruments have also been extensively employed. These use either interferometer or incoherent scatter radar techniques. On the interferometer front, FabryProt Interferometers (FPI) are the most common and have been widely employed to measure the thermospheric wind both from space and from the ground. An FPI observes the Doppler shift of the airglow emitted by different chemical species (mainly atomic oxygen) [20] . As the airglow emissions occur at specific wavelengths (e.g., at 6300Å for atomic oxygen O( 1 D)), accurate Doppler measurements can be taken and the velocity of these gas particles inferred. As it is impossible to obtain the three components of the wind simultaneously, from a single measurement, ground-based instruments generally assume that the vertical component of the wind is negligible. By taking measurements at the four cardinal points (i.e., N-E-S-W), the overhead zonal and meridional wind components can be obtained (as these are the difference between the North-South and East-West measurements) [21] . If the instrument is particularly well calibrated, the vertical component can be obtained by taking a direct zenith measurement [21] . Multiple instruments observing the same location have been often used to obtain instantaneous zonal and meridional wind measurements [22] . Although FPIs are certainly the most common interferometers, Michelson interferometers have also been used [23] . Ground based FPIs have an uncertainty on their measurements of roughly ∼2-30 m/s [24, 25] during nighttime and ∼70 m/s during daytime [26] . In 2006 there were less than 15 ground-based FPIs over the entire world [27] .
The NASA's Dynamic Explorer-2 (DE-2) launched in 1981 combined the results of its FPI and in-situ Wind and Temperature Spectrometer to obtain full vector wind measurements [28] . With its polar orbit, the DE-2 FPI was capable of measuring the meridional winds (North-South) [29] . The Wind and Temperature Spectrometer measured the angle of arrival of the beam of neutral gas particles entering the spectrometer, thus measuring the zonal winds (West-East) [30] . Reliable wind measurements could only be made around the orbit's perigee. Due to the highly eccentric orbit only one polar region could be sampled during a given season [12] .
Another spacecraft that has used the interferometer technique is the the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) [23] . On board this spacecraft was the Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII), a Michelson interferometer measuring Doppler shifts of the green (557.7 nm) and red line (630.0 nm) airglow emissions at the Earth's limb. This instrument had the capability of measuring the wind within the 80-300 km altitude range in a single image with an accuracy of about 1 km (limited by the stability of the UARS platform).
UARS also carried the High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI), a triple-etalon FPI [31, 32] . Observing the emissions and adsorption lines of molecular oxygen it was capable of measuring the winds in small volumes (4 km in height by 50 km in width) at about 70-120 km altitude range with an accuracy of approximately 5 m/s.
The TIMED spacecraft had also a limb-scanning FPI named TIMED Doppler Interferometer (TIDI) [33] . This instrument could measure daytime and nighttime winds at the 85-105 km altitude band and had a vertical resolution 2.5 km, with an accuracy approaching ∼3 m/s under optimum viewing conditions.
Measurements of thermospheric wind using Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) have been done for more than 20 years [34] . At the vicinity of Kiruna, in Sweden (70°N, 19°E) , the EISCAT ISR measures the wind by emitting a signal and subsequently measuring the Doppler shift of that return signal backscattered by ionospheric plasma. The EISCAT can measure the wind in a wide range of altitudes (from 180-360 km) and its results agree within 10 m/s from those obtained by WINDII [35, 36] .
Proposed Method: One-Dimensional Analysis
The method introduced in this paper is conceptually similar to the accelerometer-based wind measurement method [9] . Instead of relying on the linear acceleration, the proposed method exploits the rotational motion caused by wind-induced aerodynamic torques. As in the accelerometer-based approach, the proposed method can obtain cross-track wind measurements, and if another source of atmospheric density is available, it is also capable of measuring the in-track wind component.
In the proposed method the spacecraft's attitude motion is observed and the torques that shape this motion are determined. By estimating and discounting the other perturbing torques, the aerodynamic torques are isolated. Finally, if the atmospheric density, the spacecraft's inertial velocity, and the spacecraft's aerodynamic properties are known, the wind's magnitude and direction can be determined from the aerodynamic torques.
To better isolate the aerodynamic torques from the other perturbations, it is desirable to have large aerodynamic torques, while minimizing the other perturbing torques-including control torques. Within these preferences, an aerostable spacecraft appears to be a favorable design. Aerostable spacecraft can be very sensitive to aerodynamic forces while not requiring any attitude control, as they naturally oscillate around their equilibrium attitude.
In this analysis, an aerostable spacecraft is defined as a space vehicle that exhibits a restoring aerodynamic torque when it departs from its aerodynamic equilibrium attitude. Due to the high velocity of the relative flow, the effect of the spacecraft's angular velocity on the aerodynamic torque is negligible. Once perturbed, an aerostable spacecraft oscillates around its equilibrium attitude. Although the aerodynamic torque can be considered as a conservative torque, the spacecraft's structural flexibility introduces a small damping effect.
In this section, the proposed wind measurement method is derived for a one rotational degree-of-freedom case. With only one degree-of-freedom it is theoretically possible to recover the in-track wind component and one of the cross-track components (either the horizontal or the vertical). This analysis could be extended to a multidimensional case and thus develop the method to recover the remaining cross-track component (see Section 5).
In this one rotational degree-of-freedom scenario, let θ sf denote the attitude of the spacecraft with respect to the relative flow and θ si its attitude with respect to the inertial velocity. The attitude with respect to an arbitrary inertial frame is simply denoted by θ and the direction of the relative flow with respect to this inertial frame is denoted by θ flow , so θ − θ sf = θ flow . Figure 1 illustrates these angles.
It is assumed that θ and θ si are known (e.g., using star-trackers and a GPS to determine the inertial velocity direction and magnitude). Additionally, the position of the spacecraft is also assumed to be known (e.g., using a GPS receiver) and so the atmosphere co-rotation at that particular point can be easily computed and discounted. The attitude of the spacecraft with respect to the combined inertial velocity and co-rotation θ sico can then be derived and it is assumed to be known. Therefore, the difference between the attitude with respect the incident relative flow θ sf and the inertial velocity plus co-rotation θ sico is only due to the unknown atmospheric wind.
Spacecraft dynamics
In rarefied-gas aerodynamics, the aerodynamic torque, in a one degree-of-freedom case, can be computed as follows [37] :
with ρ denoting the atmospheric density, v f the bulk velocity of the gas particles relative to the spacecraft and A ref , l ref denoting an arbitrarily defined reference area and length, respectively (usually tied to spacecraft dimensions). The C T term, known as the torque coefficient, is a dimensionless coefficient that combines the spacecraft aerodynamic properties (shape and surface properties), flow properties (composition and temperature), and the orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the flow θ sf .
Assuming that all the spacecraft and flow parameters remain constant, C T is only a function of the spacecraft attitude with respect to the flow C T (θ sf ). Note that the relative flow also includes the wind, making its direction unknown a priori. It is also important to point that the relative flow velocity v f is composed by the inertial velocity v i , the atmospheric co-rotation velocity v co and the wind velocity w, making v f also unknown a priori.
To simplify the analysis and the notation, and without loss of generality, it is assumed that the equilibrium attitude of the aerostable spacecraft is θ eq sf = 0. With this assumption, the restoring aerodynamic torque can be expressed as
with q denoting the dynamic pressure
The function f (θ sf ) can be determined by characterizing the aerodynamic properties of the spacecraft. To simplify the analysis it is assumed that the restoring torque is proportional to the misalignment with respect to the equilibrium attitude θ sf − θ eq sf . This assumption is generally valid for small misalignments with respect to the equilibrium attitude θ eq sf . With these assumptions, the restoring torque can be written, for a onedimensional case as
with k denoting the aerodynamic stiffness, which takes into account the spacecraft's aerodynamic properties (the relative flow bulk properties are contained in the dynamic pressure q). Note how an ideal aerostable spacecraft with a linear restoring torque is analogous to a mass spring system. qk is the spring stiffness equivalent and θ sf is the equivalent to the spring's displacement. If the aerodynamic properties of the spacecraft (k or f (θ sf )), the density ρ, the inertial v i and atmospheric co-rotation velocities v co , as well as the aerodynamic torque τ aero are known, the direction of the relative flow θ sf and its magnitude v f can be computed using Eq. (5) and Eq. (2) . As all the other magnitudes are known, the wind's direction and magnitude can be immediately derived from θ sf and v f .
By observing the inertial attitude θ evolution, the angular velocityθ, and the angular accelerationθ, the total torque τ tot acting on a spacecraft can be computed using Euler's equations of motion. The Euler's equations, simplified for a one degree-of-freedom case, can be simply written as
with the known spacecraft inertia along the considered rotational degree-of-freedom denoted by J. The total torque τ tot does include the aerodynamic torque τ aero , but also other perturbing torques, namely: the gravity gradient τ grav , the solar radiation pressure τ SRP , the residual magnetic dipole τ mag , the actuators torque τ actuators and any torques cause by the spacecraft's structural flexibility τ flex .
These other torques need to be known, or at least estimated, before τ aero can be computed (using Eq. 7). A high τ aero in combination with low perturbing torqueseffectively rising the "signal-to-noise ratio"-is highly desirable. To achieve a high τ aero a high aerodynamic stiffness k is required. A way to completely eliminate the control torque τ actuators = 0 is to leave the spacecraft uncontrolled. With no active control, an aerostable spacecraft remains in a bounded oscillation around its aerodynamic equilibrium point (as long as the other perturbations are smaller than the aerodynamic torques), with the spacecraft's structural flexibility providing some small level of damping.
The attitude oscillation is so intrinsic to the behavior of uncontrolled aerostable spacecraft that it needs to be taken into account when determining the wind components. Two different approaches that leverage this oscillatory motion are introduced.
The first approach uses an iterative method where each wind component, in-and cross-track, are measured at different points during the oscillation. These distinct points are selected because they exhibit minimum sensitivity to the wind component that is not being measured at that point (thus minimizing the error due to the inaccuracies on the other wind component estimate). These measurements are finally iteratively refined.
The second approach measures both wind components by determining the oscillation's frequency and the spacecraft's attitude during the oscillation's zerocrossings. This approach is conceptually simpler, as it does not require the estimation of the spacecraft's angular acceleration
Iterative Approach
For simplicity, it is assumed that the restoring torque is linear with θ eq sf = 0 (see Eq. 5), and that the aerodynamic torque τ aero is the only torque applied to the spacecraft (no other perturbations considered). In such a simplified case, the governing equation of motion can be expressed as follows:
Let the wind w be represented by an in-track component w i and a cross-track component w c . The in-track component is aligned with the inertial velocity v i and the cross-track component is perpendicular to it.
The goal of the method is to recover these two components of the wind w. To simplify this case even further, without loss of generality, it is assumed that the inertial velocity v i is aligned with the inertial axes so when the spacecraft is aligned with the inertial velocity θ i = 0 ⇐⇒ θ = 0. Another assumption that is made, without loss of generality, is that there is no atmospheric co-rotation. It can be considered that the atmospheric co-rotation is included within the wind measurement, once the wind is estimated the co-rotation can be subtracted to obtain the true wind measurement. Under these assumptions, the dynamic pressure q and the angles θ sf or θ flow can be written as follows:
The magnitudes that are assumed to be known (or assumed to be measurable) are: spacecraft inertia J, aerodynamic stiffness k, atmospheric density ρ, inertial velocity v i , spacecraft attitude θ, angular velocityθ, and angular accelerationθ. At a single point in time, the dynamics of the system can be reduced to a single equation (combining Eq. 8, 10a, and 10b) and thus the intrack and cross-track can not be, in principle, measured simultaneously. In order to compute both wind components the oscillating behavior of the system is exploited. The natural frequency ω 0 of this system can be easily computed as
Although the final objective is to measure both the intrack and the cross-track wind components, it may be initially convenient to explore how the cross-track wind can be computed if the in-track wind component is ignored-set to zero-or known (using a previous estimate). The(·) notation is used to differentiate the estimated magnitudes from the known or ground truth variables (e.g.,ŵ i denotes the estimate of the in-track wind).
As the inertial velocity is generally much greater than the in-track wind v i w i , assuming thatŵ i = 0 only introduces a small error inq andθ flow . After a more accurate estimation of the in-track wind is obtained the results can be updated to obtain more accurate results (forming the basis of the iterative approach).
With the assumption of a known in-track wind component w i , the cross-track wind component w c can be iteratively computed at any time during the spacecraft's oscillation using the following set of equations:
To initialize the iterative algorithm the cross-track wind component can be set toŵ c = 0, or to any other previously known estimate. Then, by applying Eq. (12a-12d), the value ofŵ c is iteratively updated until it converges. During these iterations,ŵ i remains constant at its predefined value (e.g.,ŵ i = 0). This method only converges to the true cross-track wind if the in-track wind estimateŵ i is accurateŵ i = w i . As the system oscillates, there is a point where the error introduced by an inaccurate in-track wind estimateŵ i is minimal. The sensitivity of the estimated cross-track wind with respect to the in-track wind ∂wc ∂wi (shown in Eq. 13) offers a method to select the measurement point ofŵ c that minimizes the error induced by an inaccurateŵ i .
To minimize the error induced by an inaccurateŵ i on w c , ∂wc ∂wi has to be minimized (as this ratio indicates how sensitive the cross-track winds solution is to an error on the in-track wind estimate). During the attitude oscillations caused by the aerostability, where the angular accelerationθ also oscillates, there are instants when this ∂wc ∂wi sensitivity is larger than others. Achieving a ∂wc ∂wi = 0 completely eliminates the error associated with an inaccurate in-track estimate, as the measurement of the cross-track component is insensitive (i.e., independent) from the in-track wind estimate. This condition is achieved at the following angular acceleration
Unfortunately, this point of zero sensitivity depends on the in-and cross-track components and thus it is not accurately known. As v i w i the approximation of Eq. (14) yields acceptable results, even if the in-track component is neglectedŵ i = 0. It is also important to note that the point where ∂wc ∂wi = 0 is also dependent on the cross-track component w c , which is the magnitude to be measured and thus initially unknown. To solve this problem, the cross-track wind component is continuously estimated during the oscillation. Certain points will satisfy Eq. (14) , making the estimates associated with these instants the ones presenting a smaller error. It is also important to note that this minimum sensitivity condition occurs twice every oscillation and thus two good cross-track measurement per oscillation can be taken.
As at this point, good estimates of the cross-track components are available and a similar procedure can be used to estimated the in-track componentŵ i . By iteratively using Eq. (15a-15d), and using the previously obtained estimates of the cross-track windŵ c , an estimate of the in-track windŵ i is obtained.
Again, as this set of equations assumes a certain crosstrack component (which in general is not completely accurate), an error is introduced when estimatingŵ i . To minimize it, the measurements can be taken when ∂wi ∂wc is minimal. It is easy to see from Eq. (13) that ∂wi ∂wc is minimized when |θ| is maximized. In this case, the error is not completely eliminated as ∂wi ∂wc never reaches zero ( ∂wi ∂wc = 0 ⇐⇒ |θ| = ∞). It is also important to note that the maximum acceleration is also achieved twice per oscillation and thus two good measurements per oscillation of the in-track component are available.
With these two iterative processes, the cross-and intrack wind components can be estimated. As the measurement point of the in-and cross-track components is not coincident, the estimates need to be interpolated so that they are available when attempting to obtain the other wind component estimate (i.e., cross-track wind interpolation is required to obtain the cross-track estimate used to estimate the in-track wind).
This whole procedure can be done offline. The data can be first collected by the spacecraft and be later processed. The iterative process in Eq. (12a-12d) and Eq. (15a-15d) is finally repeated multiple times (also iteratively) subsequently refining the wind estimates and updating their interpolated values.
Frequency Approach
Measuring the frequency of the oscillation provides an alternative approach to measure the wind. If it is assumed that the wind components are averaged over an oscillation (denoted byw c andw i ), and substituting the dynamic pressure (Eq. 10a) and θ flow into the equation of motion, the following equation can be obtained:
Similarly, the natural frequency can be written as follows:
Eq. (16) and (17) can be solved to obtain the averaged wind values over the oscillation's period. The following expressions provide the in-track wind and cross-track wind components for a given oscillation's natural frequency:
Substituting the solution forw i into the equation of motion gives the following expression:
Finally, solving forw c gives the following expression, which provides the cross-track wind estimated given the current angle θ, angular accelerationθ, and oscillation frequency ω 0 :
Following the same procedure forw i yields the following equation to estimate the averaged in-track wind:
With these equations, a scheme where measurements are taken four times per oscillation can be imagined. Two measurements are taken when the angular rate is maximumθ max (where θθ max = θ flow andθθ max = 0). In that case Eq. (21) and (22) can be written as follows:
where τ denotes the oscillation's period τ = 2π/ω 0 . Another two measurements are taken when the angular accelerationθ max is maximum (where the angular amplitude with respect to the flow θ sfmax is maximum). In this case, the equations can be written as follows:
Note how the oscillation period is required to obtain the averaged estimates. The period can be easily obtained, as four times the time between the maximum angular acceleration and maximum angular rate. This other approach is not iterative and thus does not require previous knowledge of the in-track or crosstrack wind. Also if the measurements are done when the maximum angular rate is achieved (Eq. 23a and 23b) there is no need to estimate the angular acceleration, thus significantly simplifying the whole measurement process (an advantage over the iterative approach presented in Section 3.2). Taking measurements during maximum angular rate becomes the default option for the frequency approach and thus two measurements per cycle are obtained.
Unfortunately the assumption that the winds remain constant throughout the oscillation's period is quite limiting. The accuracy of the method can be significantly degraded if the winds variability is not below the natural frequency of the spacecraft. Another source of error may be derived from the damping induced by the spacecraft structural flexibility. This damping has an impact on the oscillation frequency, biasing the wind estimates.
Spatial Resolution
If the wind is roughly constant and the spacecraft exhibits the aerodynamic aerostable response shown in Eq. (5), then the spacecraft oscillates around its equilibrium point. Two in-track and two cross-track wind measurements are available per spacecraft oscillation (sampling frequency is 2ω 0 ). Using the Nyquist criterion it is easy to see that this method can recover wind frequencies that are lower than the oscillation frequency of the spacecraft (Eq. 11).
This approach matches the results obtained if the transmissibility of the system is analyzed. As the spacecraft ideally behaves as an undamped oscillator the only excitations (i.e., wind) that have an effect on the spacecraft attitude are those with a natural frequency around or below the spacecraft's natural frequency. The transmissibility gain G with respect to the ratio of the excitation frequency ω w with the natural frequency ω 0 is shown in Fig. 2 . This behavior helps to filter out wind variability that is above the measurement frequency threshold (reducing errors). However, the transmissibility gain G peaks around the natural frequency, making clear that the wind frequency shall be below the spacecraft's natural frequency in order to bound the spacecarft's oscillation. The expected wind variability frequency can be coarsely estimated with current atmospheric models [38, 39, 16] .
A perturbation affecting the transmissibility of the system is the one induced by the spacecraft's structural flexibility. A damping effect can also be produced by viscous dampers or hysteresis rods. These damping perturbations slightly shift the angular frequency of the damped system. Given the adverse effects of the damping torques it is recommended to avoid them, by eliminating the presence of damping elements and increasing the rigidity of the spacecraft.
As the spacecraft is traveling across the atmosphere at a significant velocity, the temporal sampling frequency can be related to the measurements spatial resolution d. Equation (25) shows how the spatial resolution can be computed (or estimated if the effect of wind and atmospheric co-rotation on the natural frequency is ignored).
The inertia J and, to a high degree, the aerodynamic stiffness k, are only a function of the spacecraft's mass and shape. As expected, low inertia spacecraft with high aerodynamic stiffness (exhibiting higher natural frequencies) provide a better spatial resolution. The atmospheric density also has a significant effect on the spatial resolution. As the density exponentially increases as the altitude is reduced, the spatial resolution exponentially improves when lowering the spacecraft's operational altitude. To illustrate the proposed method, a one-dimensional example is provided. In this example, a proposed 2U CubeSat [40] , partially designed with the objective to recover atmospheric winds (see Fig. 3 ), is used. The expected properties of this spacecraft are provided in Table 1 .
The CubeSat's long appendages, located towards the trailing side of the spacecraft, provide a large aerodynamic stiffness, making it aerostable and allowing it to remain oscillating when left uncontrolled. In this case study, it is assumed that the spacecraft operates in a Keplerian circular orbit and the atmospheric density is estimated using the NRLMSISE-00 model [41] with moderate solar activity [42] . 
For this specific spacecraft design, the spatial resolution, with respect to the operating altitude, is shown in Fig. 4 (assuming a mean atmospheric density).
Ideal Performance
By assuming a perfect knowledge of the spacecraft parameters and atmospheric density, and in a "noise-free" scenario, the ideal performance of the two methods can be extracted. The parameters used for this ideal wind estimation are shown in Table 2 . Figure 5 and 6 show the estimation errors for the iterative and frequency approach in this ideal "noisefree" case. These results are obtained for different wind frequencies ω w (relative to the spacecraft's natural frequency ω w /ω 0 ). A relative wind frequency of 0 indicates that the wind is constant. When a relative frequency is introduced, the wind component magnitude oscillates (as a sine wave).
From these figures it is clearly noticed that the crosstrack wind can be estimated with smaller errors than the in-track wind. This is an expected result, as when estimating the in-track wind, the full in-track relative velocity is estimated, with the in-track wind just being a small part of it v i w i . It is also clear that the iterative approach produces more accurate estimates than the frequency approach.
From Fig. 5 and 6 it can also be concluded that, in general, the estimation uncertainties grow larger with higher wind relative frequencies (exception in Fig. 6b ). This is also expected, as both methods need to determine the instant in time when these measurements are taken. The advantageous properties of these particular instants are exploited. If the wind magnitude is rapidly changing, these properties are sensitive to the errors in timing. As the attitude measurement frequency is fixed, the "time resolution" is constant, and the resulting timing errors translate to larger wind estimation errors.
This analysis allows us to conclude that higher attitude measurement frequencies, increasing the measurements "time resolution", are desirable. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7 which shows the cross-track wind es- timation uncertainties using the iterative approach but with attitude measurements at 1 Hz. As expected the errors grow when the attitude measurement frequency is decreased.
Performance with Uncertainties
When adding the uncertainties associated with the spacecraft properties or the other measurements (i.e., density, angular velocity, and angular acceleration) the performance of the wind estimation methods decreases. If the uncertainties provided in Table 3 are added, Fig. 8 and 9 , are obtained. These figures show the estimation errors for the iterative and frequency approach in this "noisy" case.
The uncertainty in the natural frequency (see Eq. 11) aggregates the uncertainties on atmospheric density ρ, aerodynamic stiffness k, and spacecraft inertia J. The attitude measurement errors and measurement frequency are based on the ST400 CubeSat star-tracker [43] . These results show that the uncertainties in the intrack wind estimates are probably to large too be useful when there is a moderate amount of in-track relative frequency. However, the cross-track wind can be estimated with remarkable accuracy. Again, the iterative approach produces more accurate estimates than the frequency approach.
Comparison to the Accelerometer-Based Approach
The iterative approach, can obtain cross-track wind estimates with uncertainties well below 10 m/s. This uncertainty level is very similar to the state-of-the-art of the accelerometer-based approach (see Section 2) .
As the proposed method exploits the attitude motion it relies on angular measurement sensors instead of accelerometers. Accurate star-trackers (with errors < 1 ) and angular-rate gyroscopes (with drifts < 0.003°/hr) are readily available [44] . Also, this proposed method favors spacecraft with a high aerodynamic stiffness over inertia, making nanosatellites a viable option, potentially lowering the mission's cost. Despite these differences, these two methods are not mutually exclusive and can be used in tandem. In fact spacecraft using the accelerometer-based measurement method are already equipped with an attitude determination subsystem. The method presented here can be used to re-analyze the data obtained from past missions or inform new designs in order exploit the use of these two methods simultaneously.
Multi-Dimensional Case
Up to this point, a one-dimensional case has been examined. This allows to extract only one of the two cross-track wind components. The vertical winds are generally smaller [17] than the horizontal winds and thus a one-dimensional measurement approach could be used to obtain the meridional and zonal winds, leaving out the vertical wind component.The method presented here can be extended for a multidimensional case and be used to recover the vertical wind.
In a full three-dimensional case, the full Euler's equations need to be used.
In addition, the expression of the aerodynamic torque is more complex τ aero = f (w, ρ, v i , θ) and thus an iterative scheme to find w may be used. As in the onedimensional case, there will be locations where the measurement error will be minimized, but their location will be less obvious. Figure 10 shows a conceptual representation of the overall procedure.
Conclusion
By observing the attitude evolution of an aerostable spacecraft, the proposed method can estimate the crossand in-track winds. To do so, estimates of the spacecraft's aerodynamic properties and of the atmospheric density are required. The cross-track wind estimates are significantly more accurate than the in-track wind ones. From the two developed approaches, the iterative approach, given its higher accuracy, is the preferred one. The accuracy of the proposed method appears to be better, or at least comparable to, the accuracy of the accelerometer-based approach. By exploiting the attitude response of an aerostable spacecraft to determine winds, the proposed method relies on commercially available attitude sensors (i.e., star-trackers and angular-rate gyroscopes). In contrast, high-precision accelerometers, as the ones required in the accelerometerbased approach are rare, custom made, and expensive.
